MPL: Find It Books
Find It books (also known as I Spy) are great for building your child’s visual literacy skills. These
books require a close attention to detail and the ability to work logically through an image. Being
able to identify individual elements in a picture and then bring them together to create meaning is
essence of visual literacy and a skill that increasing value in today’s advertising and media driven
society. Find It books are popular and make learning into a fun game.
Created by MPL_CHILDREN_DEPT

I spy ultimate challenger: a
book...

I spy Thanksgiving
riddles by Jean Marzollo ; photographs by Walter Wick. --

by Jean Marzollo

I spy little toys

I spy an egg in a nest

rhymes by Jean Marzollo ; photographs by Walter Wick. --

riddles by Jean Marzollo ; photographs by Walter Wick. --

I spy spectacular

Can you see what I see:
picture puzzles to search
and solve

photographs by Walter Wick ; riddles by Jean Marzollo. --

by Walter Wick

Toys read-and-seek

Games read and seek

Walter Wick. --

by Walter Wick
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Nature read-and-seek

100 fun finds

by Walter Wick

Walter Wick. --

Treasure ship

Toyland express

by Walter Wick

by Walter Wick

Hockey

I spy with my little eye

photographs by David Milne ; and text by Matt Napier. --

text by Brad Herzog ; photographs by David Milne. --

1001 knights and castle
things to spot

Mitzi's world

Hazel Maskell ; illustrated and designed by Teri Gower ;
edited by Anna Milbourne. --

text by Deborah Raffin ; paintings by Jane Wooster Scott.
--
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Bakugan battle brawlers

Can you find it, too?

by Tracey West ; illustrated by Thomas LaPadula ... [et al.].
--

Judith Cressy.

Can you find it?
Judith Cressy, [project editor].

